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Abstract 

Experiments and simulations of a solids suspension process in a lab-scale stirred tank under turbulent 

conditions ( ( )5Re 10O= ) have been performed. Two impellers (a Lightnin A310 and a pitched-blade 

turbine) have been tested. The liquid-solid suspension consists of water and a mixture of glass and bronze 

particles of average diameter 720 �m and 220 �m respectively. The solids volume fraction is 

approximately 1%. The simulations are Eulerian-Lagrangian with the liquid flow (the Eulerian part) being 

solved by means of a lattice-Boltzmann method combined with a large-eddy approach to turbulence 

modeling. In the liquid flow 0.78 million solid particles are tracked individually. Comparison with 

experimental visualizations shows that the simulations are able to represent the start-up of the suspension 

process from a zero-velocity initial condition. Differences between experiment and simulation are 

observed near the bottom of the tank. The simulation data are used to highlight the collisional interaction 

between the two different types of solids, the role of baffles, and the effect of impeller type on the 

suspension process.  
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1 Introduction 

Liquid-solid suspensions are ubiquitous in nature and in technological systems. In engineering, solids 

transport (in pipelines), and solid-liquid contacting are amongst the more prominent applications. The 

goal of solid-liquid contacting is usually mass transfer; chemically reactive mass transfer in catalytic 

processes and hydrometallurgy, physical mass transfer in dissolution and many crystallization 

applications. The purpose of liquid flow is to bring the solids in suspension so as to make available as 

much solid-liquid interfacial area as possible and to transport species through the liquid (toward and/or 

away from the solids). 

In batch processes, the flow is usually generated by an impeller revolving in a tank under turbulent 

conditions with turbulence enhancing the transfer processes and assisting in the entrainment of solids in 

the liquid. Solids suspension in stirred tanks is a rich topic with a large number of experimental and 

computational research papers. Seminal experimental work is due to Zwietering [1] who studied minimal 

impeller speeds for solids suspension (“just-suspended speeds”). Zwietering’s work has been assessed, 

refined, and extended by (among others) Nienow [2], Baldi et al [3], and Davies [4]. Montante et al [5], 

and Dasari and Berson [6] combined experimental and computational (Computational Fluid Dynamics, 

CFD) methods to study solids suspension in mixing tanks. 

Recent work on solids suspension in stirred tanks deals with mixtures of different types of 

particles [7,8] and addresses important questions about the interaction between the different particle types 

(direct interaction, and interaction through the liquid). From a practical standpoint one wants to 

investigate if these interactions enhance or weaken the entrainment of solids in the liquid. As an example, 

it was shown experimentally by Ayranci & Kresta [8] that in one case the just-suspended speed decreases 

for hard to suspend particles in the presence of other particles. 

CFD of solids suspension in mixing tanks has the potential of enhancing our understanding and 

aiding process design. There is no universal approach for CFD of multiphase flow; the types of 

applications and computational cost largely dictate the methods to be used and the level of realism to be 

expected. Limiting ourselves to solid-liquid flows; large-scale, turbulent, dense (high solids loading) 

flows benefit from Euler-Euler methods [5] that view liquid and solids as interpenetrating continua. They 
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do not resolve individual solid particles and require empirical and theoretical input at multiple scales but 

are computationally affordable. Commercial CFD packages usually offer Euler-Euler capabilities. At the 

opposite side of the spectrum, small-scale systems and mesoscopic samples of larger systems allow for 

fully resolving the solid and liquid motion [9]. In between these two extremes, a broad range of methods 

exists with various levels of detail and applicability. One of them (Euler-Lagrange simulations with 

unresolved, colliding particles [10]) has been used in this paper.    

The experimental facility as described in [8] has been employed for qualitative validation of our 

Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to simulating turbulent solid-liquid suspensions. Particles are tracked 

individually through a turbulent liquid flow field. The latter is obtained by solving the filtered Navier-

Stokes equations by means of the lattice-Boltzmann method. The liquid motion on the sub-filter (i.e. 

subgrid) scales is modeled through a simple Smagorinsky model with uniform coefficient 0.1Sc =  [11]. 

Since at this stage the number of solid particles we can deal with is limited – for computational and 

modeling reasons – we here report on dilute suspensions (solids volume fractions of the order of 1%) in a 

lab scale (tank diameter 24 cm) mixing tank. In future research we will go beyond dilute suspensions by 

introducing more refined ways for solid-liquid coupling [12]. 

The first objective of this paper is to directly compare experimental and numerical visualizations 

of the solids suspension process and thereby assess the level of realism of the simulations. We have 

conducted experiments showing the startup of the process. By looking from the side we see how fast the 

solids are entrained in the liquid and transported through the tank volume. A view through the bottom 

reveals entrainment mechanisms in more detail [13]. These views are compared one-on-one with 

numerical visualizations. By studying the start-up of the process, we not only assess steady operation but 

also the overall dynamics. The second objective is the assessment of the interactions between different 

particle types (bronze and glass) and their role in the solids suspension process. There is experimental 

evidence for the significance of such interactions [8]; its numerical confirmation will help in 

understanding and quantifying them. Finally, analysis of the simulation results provides insight in the way 

solids are circulated through the tank and how the circulation patterns (and thus the distribution of solids) 

can be affected by the impeller geometry and tank configuration.  
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The paper is subdivided in the following sections: We start by defining the flow geometry, flow 

conditions, and particle properties. We do this as much as possible in terms of dimensionless numbers. 

Also the visualization experiments are briefly described there. The next section deals with the 

computational method, and its major assumptions and simplifications. Simulation results are first 

discussed in light of suspension startup and experimental visualizations. Then patterns of liquid and solid 

motion through the tank are discussed. The final section reiterates the main findings.   

   

2 Solid-liquid flow system characteristics 

The mixing tank and impeller geometries are given in Figure 1. The cylindrical tank has an inner diameter 

of T=24 cm and is filled with water (density ρ =1,000 kg/m3, viscosity 61 10ν −= ⋅ m2/s) and solids. The 

level of the free surface is at H=T. Four baffles (equally spaced by 90o) are placed at the perimeter of the 

inner tank wall. The tank is optically accessible from the sides and from the bottom. Two types of 

impellers have been used: A Lightnin A310 impeller with diameter D=T/3; and a four-blade, 45o-pitched-

blade turbine (PBT), also with D=T/3. The impellers are mounted on a shaft that enters the tank from the 

top; they rotate such that they pump in the downward direction; their angular velocity is denoted by N 

(rev/s). The off-bottom clearance C has been set to two values: C=0.25T and 0.20T. The Reynolds 

number that – in addition to the geometry – determines the liquid flow is defined as 2Re ND ν≡ . Four 

flow cases have been studied. They are summarized in Table 1. The Reynolds numbers are of the order of 

105; strongly turbulent flow is expected. Reynolds number effects are investigated through variation of 

the impeller speed (viz. Cases #3 and #4). The power numbers ( )3 5Po P N Dρ≡  (with P the power 

inserted by the revolving impeller) for the A310 and PBT are approximately 0.3 and 1.3 respectively [14] 

so that – at the same impeller speed – a much more energetic flow and stronger turbulence are expected 

for the PBT. 

Table 1. Liquid flow characteristics 

Case # Impeller Clearance C/T N (rev/s) vtip  (m/s) Re 

1 A310 0.25 15 3.77 9.6·104 
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2 A310 0.20 15 3.77 9.6·104 

3 PBT 0.25 15 3.77 9.6·104 

4 PBT 0.25 10.8 2.71 7.0·104 

 

The four cases all contain the same set of solid particles: 0.0128 kg bronze particles with density 

,p bρ =8860 kg/m3 and diameters in the range 150 297�mpd = −  (volume-based average diameter 

, 220�mp bd = ), and 0.250 kg glass beads (density ,p gρ =2500 kg/m3) with diameters in the range 

595 841�mpd = −  (volume-based average , 720�mp gd = ). Both types of particles are approximately 

spherical. Further details about the particles can be found in [8] (bronze denoted there as B, glass beads as 

LG in that paper).    

Given their mass and density, the tank-average volume fractions are bφ =1.3·10-4 and gφ =9.2·10-3 

for bronze and glass respectively. The Stokes numbers, defined as ( )2St 18p pd Nρ ρν≡ , are 0.35 and 1.1 

(based on N=15 rev/s) for bronze and glass respectively. These values of order one imply that the 

response time of particles is of the order of the period of one impeller revolution and indicate that the 

particles are not flow followers (tracers) nor independent of the local flow conditions. The ratios of single 

particle settling velocities over the impeller tip speed vtipU∞  (again for N=15 rev/s) are 0.026 for 

bronze, and 0.018 for glass. For determining U∞  we assume the particles spherical with their volume-

average diameter and used the Schiller-Naumann drag correlation [15] (see also [10]). 

In summary, the suspension is dilute (overall solids volume fraction approximately 1%, overall 

mass fraction 2.5%), the flow is expected to be sufficiently strong to lift up at least a portion of the 

particles ( v 0.02tipU∞ ≈ ), and Stokes numbers are order one.     

The startup of the solids suspension process has been visualized experimentally. The initial 

condition is a zero velocity field with all particles on the bottom of the tank. At time equals zero the 

impeller is switched on impulsively and the tank is filmed through the bottom and through the side at a 

rate of 30 frames per second and with a 640×480 pixels resolution. Filming is continued until steady state 
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is reached. The simulations are processed such as to give a view similar to the experimental 

visualizations.  

 

3 Modeling approach 

The simulation of the multiphase flow in the stirred tank has two main parts: an Eulerian description of 

the liquid flow, and a Lagrangian description of the solids. As indicated in the introduction, liquid and 

solid are one-way coupled, i.e. the solids move around in the tank as a result of the liquid flow 

(hydrodynamic forces), gravity and particle-particle collisions. The liquid, however, does not feel the 

presence of the particles. Given the ‒ on average ‒ low solids volume fraction (see above) this is a fair 

assumption. As we will see, close to the bottom where solids concentrations are high compared to the 

average, one-way coupling might be too crude an approach. 

The liquid flow is solved in a three-dimensional, time dependent manner by means of the lattice-

Boltzmann method (LBM) [16]. For this method, the tank volume is discretized by a uniform, cubic 

lattice with a resolution such that the tank diameter T spans 200 lattice spacings   ( 200T =  ; and given 

T=24 cm, =1.2 mm). We take discrete steps in time of size ( ) 1
2400t N

−
 = , i.e. the impeller makes one 

revolution over 2400 time steps. Space and time resolution are insufficient to directly solve the Navier-

Stokes equations for this turbulent flow. For direct simulations, a resolution is needed such that Kπη ≤  

with Kη  the Kolmogorov length scale [17].  The latter can be estimated by means of the Reynolds 

number: 3 4ReK Lη −=  with L a macroscopic length scale for which a reasonable estimate is the impeller 

diameter D. With Re of order 105, 42 10K Dη −≈ ⋅  and thus 100 Kη ≈  so that small-scale eddies are not 

resolved by the grid. A Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model [11] is used to account for the influence of the 

small-scale turbulent motion on the resolved part of the flow field. The Smagorinsky model views the 

small eddies as purely diffusive with an eddy diffusivity ( eν ) that depends on the resolved deformation 

rate:. 2 2
e mix Sν λ=  with 

2

2 1

2
ji

j i

uu
S

x x

 ∂∂
= +  ∂ ∂ 

 (summation convention implied) and iu  the resolved liquid 

velocity. The mixing length is modelled as mix Scλ =  . For the Smagorinsky constant a uniform value 
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0.1Sc =  is adopted [18]. We do not include wall damping functions; in mixing tank flows their impact is 

very limited [19].The total viscosity eν ν+  is incorporated in the momentum equations that are solved 

with the LBM. 

The no-slip conditions at the impeller blades moving through the fixed lattice is imposed by 

means of an immersed boundary method [20]. In this method, the impeller is represented by a collection 

of closely spaced points (some 16,000 in total with typical spacing 0.6 ) on its surface. The interpolated 

liquid velocities at these points are forced to the same (and known) velocity of the impeller surface. A 

similar approach is used to force the liquid velocity to zero at the cylindrical tank wall and the baffles. 

The flat bottom has its no-slip character represented by a bounce-back boundary condition [16]; the top 

surface is assumed to be flat and has a free-slip boundary condition. 

The approach sketched above has been used extensively for modelling turbulent [21] and 

transitional [22] stirred tank flow. The method has been verified by means of grid refinement studies and 

has been validated by means of experimental data [21]. 

The solid particles in the tank feel the liquid through the drag force and the hydrostatic pressure 

(providing a buoyancy force on the particles). Only linear motion (not rotation) of the particles is 

considered. The particles are solid spheres with diameter pd  and density pρ . The equation of motion we 

solve for each particle has the form   

  ( )( )2

v
18 Re vpi

i p i i
p p p

d
g f u

dt d

ρ ρ ρ ν
ρ ρ

−
= + −  (1) 

with vi  the i-th component of the particle’s velocity, ig  gravitational acceleration, and 

( ) ( )0.687Re 1 0.15Rep pf = +  the Schiller-Naumann correction (see [15], and also [10]) to Stokes drag as a 

function of the particle Reynolds number ( )2
Re vp p i id u ν≡ − . Particle locations ix  satisfy vi

i

dx

dt
= .  

Equation 1 is updated in a semi-implicit way: 

  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 1

2
v v 18 Re vpk k k k k

i p ii i i
p p p

t g f u
d

ρ ρ ρ ν
ρ ρ

+ + +
 −
 = +  + −
  

   (2) 
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with the upper index k the time step number. Equation 2 shows that we update the particle velocities after 

the liquid velocity update ( )1k
iu + . The particle locations are updated in an Euler forward manner: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1+ vk k k

i i i
x x t+ +=  . The time step for the particle updates is the same as for the flow field. The resolved 

liquid velocities ( )1k

i
u +  in Eq. 2 are linearly interpolated from the lattice to the particle location ix . It is 

assumed that the particles do not feel the subgrid-scale velocities. This is justified given that the strength 

of the (estimated) subgrid-scale velocity fluctuations is much weaker than the resolved ones. With a 

similar resolution and Reynolds number, we earlier showed [10] that subgrid-scale velocity fluctuations 

are at least one order of magnitude smaller than their resolved counterparts.   

Particles collide elastically and smoothly (restitution coefficient e=1, friction coefficient 0� = ) 

with one another, with the impeller, and with the tank wall (including baffles). The hard-sphere collisions 

between particles are explicitly resolved with particle velocity and position updates within the time step in 

which the collision occurs. For reasons of computational efficiency we limit the number of particle-

particle collisions such that any given particle can only collide once per time step. This is a fair 

assumption for our dilute suspensions. The collision algorithm is due to Chen et al [23]. All particles of 

the same type ‒ bronze and glass ‒ have the same diameter (, 220�mp bd =  and , 720�mp gd = ) 

respectively. The collision algorithm allows for collisions between unequal particles. The total number of 

particles is 775109 (with 260772 bronze; 514337 glass). 

The way of dealing with the solid particles in this paper is simpler and as a result computationally 

more affordable compared to earlier simulations presented in [10]. Most importantly, here we do not 

include rotation of particles and the associated Magnus lift force on the particles, nor do we consider 

particle to liquid coupling. As discussed above, we do include particle-particle collisions as these proved 

essential for realistically mimicking the suspension process, specifically in the lower regions of the tank 

[10]. The availability of experimental visualizations of the start-up of the suspension process is a 

qualitative way to assess to what extent the simplifications and schematizations in the simulations limit 

the level of realism of the simulations. 
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Despite some simplifications, the computational effort is still significant. On a single (2011 state-

of-the art) CPU, a simulation typically advances three impeller revolutions per day. With runs spanning 

100 revolutions, overall run times therefore need to be measured in weeks. A simulation occupies some 

0.7 Gbyte of memory.    

 

4 Results 

4.1 Suspension startup 

We begin the discussion of the results by showing the startup of the suspension process for the four cases 

defined in Table 1. Figures 2 and 3 show sequences of side views and bottom views respectively; they 

compare experiments and simulations. Given the way we deal with particle-particle collisions and 

limitations on the local maximum solids volume fraction, the simulation procedure does not allow us to 

start with all particles lying on the bottom. For this reason we start with all particles randomly distributed 

and non-overlapping in a layer with thickness 0.175T directly above the bottom of the tank (in this layer 

0.06φ ≈ ). This makes a difference compared to the experiment in a few respects. The initial solids layer 

is thicker and more dilute, and “more random” in the simulations. In the experiment, the bronze particles 

tend to collect near the perimeter of the bottom, between the baffles and the moment we start the impeller 

they are preferentially concentrated there. This effect is apparent from the initial experimental frames in 

the bottom view (in Figure 3). Another difference between simulation and experiment is that bronze and 

glass particles in the simulations have a uniform size for which we have taken their average sizes: 

, 220�mp bd =  and , 720�mp gd = ; in the experiment the particle size is distributed [8]. 

In the visualizations of the simulations we have to some extent tried to mimic the way the particles 

show in the experiment. In the experiment the tank is viewed from the outside (through the transparent 

side and bottom respectively), the glass beads show as white/yellow, and the bronze particles as darker 

(brown). In the simulations we take the same view (i.e. we show a particle as long as it is not obscured by 

another particle a baffle, the impeller, or the shaft) with glass and bronze being yellow and black 

respectively. The pixel size of the simulation frames in Figure 2 and 3 is slightly larger than the bronze 

particle diameter (300 versus 220 �m). A bronze and a glass particle both show as one pixel in the 
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simulation frames which is slightly different from the experiment where the bigger glass beads show up 

more pronounced compared to the smaller bronze particles. 

The tank side views (Figure 2) show that the time scales over which the solids suspension process 

evolves towards a steady state in experiment and simulation are approximately the same. In all cases there 

is no qualitatively significant difference between the snapshots at tN=30 and 40 and we conclude that 

beyond tN=40 the process is dynamically steady. Seen from the side, differences between Case #1 and #2 

(A310 with C/T=0.25 and 0.20 respectively) are marginal. Case #3 (PBT) starts up slightly faster than 

Case #1 and #2. With time measured in impeller revolutions (as in Figure 2), the solids cloud in Case #4 

rises quicker than in Case #3. This is all related to the flow field that is generated by the two impellers, 

and will be discussed later. The impact of the impeller speed is significant as can be concluded from 

comparing Case #3 and #4. In steady state, Cases #4 (N=10.8 rev/s) has a larger volume almost void of 

particles in the top region of the tank. Note that in Figure 2 (and in Figure 3) time is scaled with the 

period of one impeller revolution so that real time for the images of Case #4 is larger than for the other 

cases. 

Views through the bottom of the tank are given in Figure 3. Even more pronounced than in Figure 

2, the difference in initial condition between experiment and simulation shows. From the start, the 

particles in the experiment are segregated with the bronze particles mainly along the perimeter of the tank 

bottom. Except maybe for Case #3, the flow generated by the impeller is not able to fully remove the 

bronze particles from this location; the bronze particles seem caught between the baffles; specifically in 

Case #4 they pile up in front of the baffles (note the counter clockwise rotation of the impeller in the 

views of Figure 3).  

Other features observed in the experiments are the sweeping of the bottom in the first 15 or so 

impeller revolutions with some solids remaining on the bottom underneath the impeller for a longer time. 

This patch of solids underneath the impeller is larger for the PBT cases compared to the A310 cases and 

is due to the A310 mainly pumping axially, while the stream coming from the PBT has a significant 

outward radial component in addition to the axial component, see Figure 6 (the flow fields will be 

discussed in more detail in the next sub-section). This feature is picked up well in the simulations.  
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The random versus segregated initial condition in simulations and experiments respectively makes 

a direct comparison in terms of the evolution of the bronze particles impossible. We can, however, 

compare the fate in steady state of the bronze particles (beyond 40tN ≈ ). The simulations do show a 

preferential concentration of bronze near the perimeter of the bottom and the direction of rotation of the 

impeller is clearly visible in this respect with more bronze in front compared to in the wake of the baffles. 

Also the effect of the impeller speed is visible in the PBT simulations with more bronze visible near the 

bottom for the lower speed; consistent with the experiment. The widths of the high-bronze regions are, 

however, over-estimated by the simulations. This effect is likely due to limits in resolution, and the one-

way coupling modeling assumption: The resolution of the liquid flow is not sufficient to fully resolve the 

boundary layer above the bottom at the high Reynolds numbers. In addition, the liquid flow does not feel 

the presence of the particles and thus does not feel the bottom region getting “rougher” if many (bronze) 

particles are present there. In physical reality this two-way coupling effect provides a feedback 

mechanism that localizes bronze at the perimeter of the bottom. For this reason bronze concentrations in 

this region seem underestimated by the simulations. Limited resolution of the boundary layer and 

consequently overestimation of liquid fluctuations near the bottom makes the high-bronze region wider 

compared to the experiment. 

In what follows, the results presented (Figures 4 through 9) all relate to simulations.    

In Figure 4, time series of the tank-average vertical particle location (per particle type, glass and 

bronze) as a function of time are given for Case #1 ‒ #4. In all cases the startup of the suspension process 

takes 20 to 30 impeller revolutions. Qualitative observations made in Figure 2 for experiments as well as 

simulations are confirmed here: (1) Faster startup for the PBT driven flow compared to the A310; (2) A 

clear reduction in vertical (z) particle locations for the lower impeller speed of the PBT; (3) Marginal 

effects of the A310 impeller clearance (C/T=0.25 vs 0.20). The time evolutions for glass particles and 

bronze particles are very similar. This is no surprise given that both sets of particles are dispersed in the 

same liquid flow field. On average, bronze is slightly lower in the tank than glass which is due to bronze’s 

higher single particle settling velocity U∞ . 
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For Case #1 additional simulations regarding solids motion (not liquid flow) have been done. By 

default any particle can collide with any other. In the additional simulations, however, bronze can only 

collide with bronze, glass only with glass. It is as if we have glass-only and bronze-only simulations. 

Given the one-way liquid-solid coupling, however, all solids systems feel exactly the same liquid flow. 

The results of these variations to Case #1 are presented in the upper panel of Figure 4 as dashed curves. 

The absence of glass has profound impact for the distribution of bronze in the tank: the average vertical 

position of bronze is reduced by almost a factor of two. Apparently the collisions with the glass particles 

help suspend the bronze. The effect of bronze on glass is marginal (again, see Figure 4, top panel). Note 

that the total mass of bronze is much less than the total mass of glass (by a factor of 20) and that the mass 

of a single glass sphere is much higher than that of a single bronze sphere (by a factor of 10) so that 

collisions between glass and bronze do not significantly impact the glass particles. The observation of 

glass supporting bronze is consistent with experimental observations as reported by Ayranci and Kresta 

[8]. It should be reminded, however, that the present results are for dilute slurries. In [8], strong particle-

particle interactions were observed for dense slurries. Our results show that these interactions exist even 

at low solids concentrations. 

The way liquid, glass and bronze interact in the default version of Case #1 (that includes glass-

bronze collisions) is further illustrated by the time series of kinetic energy and kinetic energy transfer 

rates shown in Figure 5. The time series are recorded after a dynamically steady state has been reached. In 

steady state, the liquid provides the kinetic energy for the glass phase (overall 0k tδ δ >  for 

liquid→glass), see the upper panel of Figure 5. Also the glass→bronze transfer rates are positive, which 

means that bronze receives kinetic energy from the glass particles. That the bronze→glass rates are 

exactly the opposite of glass→bronze is a consequence of the fully elastic collision between all solid 

particles. Most of the energy bronze receives from glass is lost again to the liquid (liquid→bronze 

negative). There is, however, a net kinetic energy gain for the bronze. This eventually leads to a situation 

with a kinetic energy contained in the motion of the bronze particles that is a factor of 1.79 higher 

compared to the situation in which bronze does not feel the glass particles. In that latter situation bronze 

only receives energy from the liquid. The result of the higher energy is that the bronze particles get better 
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suspended in the liquid and are able to reach ‒ on average ‒ higher positions in the tank (as witnessed in 

the upper panel of Figure 4). 

Data regarding collision frequencies support the above observations that particle dynamics is 

much affected by collisions. As an example, in Case #1 and after steady state is reached, each particle 

collides on average almost 5 times with another particle per impeller revolution.  

From the top panel of Figure 5 it may seem that the sum of the various energy transfer rates is on 

average positive, which would mean that the solids are continuously gaining energy and the flow system 

is unsteady in the long term. To illustrate that this is not the case, we show in the lower panel a time series 

of the total kinetic energy of the solids in the tank. A strongly fluctuating signal is observed, but there is 

no systematic upward (or downward) trend.             

 

4.2 Flow and solids concentration fields 

The results above (specifically those in Figures 2 and 3 that compare experiments and simulations) 

provide some indication of the level of realism of the simulations. Specifically the overall suspension 

dynamics is represented well; the near bottom behavior requires higher resolution and a more complete 

representation of solid-liquid interaction physics. In what follows here, we study – by means of the 

simulations – the solids transport in the bulk of the tank and specifically the role of the baffles in moving 

the solids vertically. 

Figure 6 shows the liquid flow patterns generated by the two impellers (A310 and PBT). The 

impellers have the same diameter, revolve with the same angular velocity, and are located at 

approximately the same vertical position. Clearly the PBT creates a stronger flow and more turbulence, 

specifically in the upper regions of the tank. This is due to its higher power demand compared to the 

A310. The torque M to revolve the impeller is a direct outcome of the immersed boundary method to 

maintain no-slip on the impeller surface so that in the simulations the power can be determined as 

2P NMπ= . For the four cases as defined in Table 1, the simulations show power numbers of Po=0.34, 

0.36, 1.40 and 1.41 respectively. The first two Power numbers are for the A310 and show a weak effect of 

the impeller placement above the tank bottom with a 6% higher Po for the lower placement. The last two 
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power numbers are for the PBT and indicate that Po is largely independent of Re. Literature values for the 

power numbers of A310 and PBT with D=T/3 are 0.3 and 1.3 respectively [14] where it should be noted 

that these are for an off-bottom placement of 1 3C T = . Given our results there is a weak effect of C T  

on Po. 

Also the direction of the stream emerging from the impellers is different, with a more vertical 

orientation for the A310. As we saw above, this generates flow underneath the impeller towards the 

bottom which helps in removing solids from that part of the bottom. The PBT has a more inclined 

(radially outward) impeller stream and a relatively quiescent flow region underneath the impeller. This 

deposits solids at the center of the base where they remain for a relatively long time. 

Note that the impeller manufacturer recommends placing the A310 at C/T>0.35 in solids 

suspension processes. With C/T=0.25 and 0.20 – as we have – non-ideal solids distributions are expected.     

The way solids distribute throughout the tank is very different for the two impellers, as shown in 

Figure 7. The stronger turbulence with the PBT (due to its higher power demand at the same rotation rate) 

disperses the particles more uniformly through the tank, including its upper portions. As already 

anticipated by the time series (Figure 4) bronze and glass behave similarly. With less bronze particles, 

their statistics (such as the average concentrations in Figure 7) are noisier than those of glass. Despite this, 

it can be seen that the bronze particles reach a lower height in the tank compared to glass in the A310 

case.  

The interaction of particles with the impeller is very different for the two impeller types, see the 

panels in Figure 7 at z/T=0.25 (impeller level). The concentration fields shown are resolved for the 

impeller angle which means that we only add to the average particle concentration field if the impeller is 

in the position as shown in those panels. The streamlined, airfoil shape of the A310 makes a relatively 

smooth flow around the impeller and particles distribute quite uniformly there. The PBT on the other side 

creates pronounced structures (e.g. trailing vortices [24]) in the liquid around it. Particles preferentially 

concentrate in the edges of the trailing vortices and stay away from the inner wakes of the blades.     

The highest solids concentrations are found in front of the baffles, with “in front” defined based 

on the direction of impeller rotation. These high concentrations extend to high up in the tank since the 
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baffles direct the flow in front of them in the upward direction. The vortex structures in the wakes behind 

the baffles are clearly visible through the concentration fields in the lower parts of the tank. The role of 

baffles in transporting particles up is further detailed in Figures 8 and 9. The snapshots in Figure 8 are of 

particles and particle velocities in vertical planes just in front, and just behind two diametrically placed 

baffles. They visualize the on average upward solids motion in front of the baffles and the (weak) 

downward motion behind them.  

The inhomogeneous distribution of particles in the tank brought about by the A310 impeller is 

also apparent from Figure 8. Solids concentrations along the wall and in the lower half of the tank are 

significant; the rest of the tank is largely void of solids. The more uniform dispersion of solids with the 

PBT comes at the price of higher power input. These observations cannot be made directly from the 

experimental side views since (in these views) the solids along the wall suggest their presence throughout 

the entire tank. 

In Figure 9, time series of the upward vertical volume flux of solids (glass plus bronze) through a 

cross sectional area w w×  in front of the baffles are presented. After a start-up phase with zero flux, and 

then a spike with many particles passing through the z=0.375T monitor level, a dynamic steady state sets 

in. Average solids fluxes for the PBT are much higher than for the A310 impeller (note the different 

vertical scales in the time series for the A310 and PBT cases in Figure 9).  

The fluctuating parts of the vertical solids flux time series after steady state is reached have been 

analyzed in terms of their spectral characteristics in order to identify coherency / macro-instabilities [25-

27]. In accordance with earlier results for A310 and PBT impellers with D=T/3 [26], no clear, dominant, 

low-frequency fluctuations could be identified. The peaks that appear for the first or second frequency 

point in some of the spectra in Figure 9 relate to slow trends in the signals in combination with the limited 

length (70 impeller revolutions) of the time series the spectra are based on, not to coherent motion. If 

macro-instabilities appear in turbulent stirred tank flow, their frequencies are of the order of 

( )0.1f N O=  [26]. 

          

5 Summary and conclusions 
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In this paper we compared experimental and computational visualizations of the startup and subsequent 

steady state of a solids suspension process in a baffled mixing tank under strongly turbulent conditions. 

Effects of impeller type, speed, and off-bottom clearance were investigated. The suspensions consisted of 

a bi-disperse set of particles, glass and bronze. They both have a Stokes number of order one, and a 

single-particle settling velocity of order 10-2 times the impeller tip speed. The solids volume fraction was 

1%, making this a dilute suspension. The latter allowed for simulations of an Eulerian-Lagrangian type 

where each particle was followed individually on its way through the tank. We assumed one-way 

coupling with solids feeling the liquid, the liquid not feeling the solids; justified by the dilute limit. 

The global startup behavior of the suspension process was well represented by the simulations, 

including trends with regards to impeller type and speed. Some important details were not captured well 

by the simulations. They mainly related to what happens close to the bottom. These deviations were 

partly due to differences in initial conditions, partly due to a lack of resolution and the assumption that 

two-way coupling could be neglected in the simulations. Near the bottom, bronze and glass were to some 

extent segregated with bronze collecting near the perimeter of the bottom between the baffles. The 

simulations showed a much weaker segregation. 

The simulations allowed for a detailed analysis of the suspension process. We showed the direct 

relation between turbulence and solids distribution through comparison between an A310 impeller and a 

pitched-blade turbine, the latter having stronger turbulence due to its higher power number. Also the role 

of baffles in directing liquid flow and particles in the upward direction was highlighted. Interestingly, 

even under dilute conditions the interaction between the solid particles was shown to be a significant 

factor in the suspension process: in the absence of glass beads, the entrainment of bronze in the liquid was 

significantly less compared to the situation in which glass was present. It was demonstrated that this is the 

result of the glass providing most of the kinetic energy of the bronze particles through collisions. In the 

absence of glass, only liquid drag suspended the bronze particles and did so in a less effective manner.    
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Figure 1. Schematic of tank geometry and impellers. Left: tank with H=T, D=T/3, w=T/10. Two off-
bottom clearances (C=0.25T and C=0.20T) have been investigated. The origin of the r-z coordinate 
system is in the center on the bottom of the tank. Middle: Lightnin A310 impeller; right: pitched-blade 
turbine (PBT). 
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Figure 2. Side views for Case #1 to #4 (top to bottom); simulation and experiments. Time from start-up 
increases from left to right and is given in the number of impeller revolutions.  
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Figure 3. Views through the bottom of the tank for Case #1 to #4 (top to bottom); simulation and 
experiments. Time from start-up increases from left to right and is given in the number of impeller 
revolutions. In this view the impeller rotates counter clockwise. 
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Figure 4. Time series of the average vertical location of glass and bronze particles for the four cases (top 
to bottom). The dashed curves in the upper panel are for particles that do not interact with the particles of 
the other type, i.e. bronze only collides with bronze, glass with glass.  
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Figure 5. Time series of solids kinetic energy transfer (top) and total solids kinetic energy (bottom) over 

a steady time window of 3 impeller revolutions. 
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Figure 6. Snapshots of the liquid flow in a vertical cross section through the center of the tank and 
midway between baffles in terms of velocity vectors, 100 impeller revolutions after start-up. Top: Case #1 
(A310, C/T=0.25, N=15 rev/s). Bottom: Case #3 (PBT, C/T=0.25, N=15 rev/s). 
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Figure 7. Solids (glass and bronze separately) concentrations in horizontal slices with thickness 0.01T. 
Time averaging from tN=60 – 100; impeller angle resolved data. Left Case #1, right Case #3. From 
bottom to top z/T=0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, and 0.75. The tank-averaged volume fraction φ  is per particle 
type. White portions have not been visited by a glass or bronze particle during the averaging period. The 
impeller rotates counter-clockwise in this view. 
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Figure 8. Snapshots. Particles and their velocity vectors in two vertical slices (thickness 0.01T) through 
the center of the tank. Left: in front of the baffles; right: in the wake of the baffles. Green are glass beads, 
black are bronze particles. Top: A310 – C/T=0.25 (Case #1); bottom: PBT – N=15 rev/s (Case #3). 
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Figure 9. Left: time series of the vertical solids volume fluxes (through a horizontal cross sectional area 
w w× ) in front of two of the four baffles (red and blue indicate the two different baffles) at vertical 
location z=0.375T. Right: power spectral density (psd) of the fluctuating (AC) part of the signals over the 
(steady) time interval 30 100tN≤ ≤ . The spectra are based on volume flux time series in front of all four 
baffles.  
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A short text for the Table of Contents 

Simulations captured the experimentally observed start-up of a solids suspension process in a turbulently 

agitated tank. Collision-assisted entrainment of heavy (bronze) particles under dilute conditions was 

revealed. The significance of baffles in the solids circulation patterns in the tank was demonstrated. 

 


